For research on the proper law of audiovisual speech and biometrics technology, and evaluation of algorithms and systems, we construct a multi-language and multiview database HIT-AVDB-II with a corpus of various common and special sentences include Chinese and English poems, tongue twister, digits, Greek alphabet and music. The HIT-AVDB-II is ready to facilitate the investigation of multi-view biometrics technology and visual speech reading. HIT-AVDB-II contains formal and extreme feature cases for study. For fair comparison, we also establish related experiment protocols on view and intersection respectively. Further, we supplied one baseline speakeridentification recognition algorithm based on DCT to be compared.
Introduction
Audio-visual speech biometrics and speech reading are of great significance in pattern recognition, computer vision and security strategy areas. Lots of algorithms and systems have been proposed with the aim of meeting the demand of speaker recognition and visual speech [1] . In order to evaluate the properties of these algorithms and systems, various databases have been constructed [2, 4, 6, 14] , most of which are under constrained conditions [1] . However, in practical use, lipreading and audio-visual speech biometrics are still challenging. This is due to many factors of practical use, such as huge vocabulary, illumination variations, blur caused by hand-held camera or head movement, rotation, etc. What is more, the law of human speech still needs to learn. Therefore, databases with large number of subjects, phonetically and visual word balanced with large corpus under unconstraint conditions are still expected [1, 2, 3] .
As presented in [4] , with profile visual information, the performance of audiovisual speech reading can be improved. In this paper we endorse this contribution of multi-view and endeavor to advance the research in multi-view visual speech reading and visual biometrics.
Besides the contribution of multi-view research on speech reading, we argue that personal habitual mouth movement is helpful for biometrics. The most difference lie in the mouth region between different people always occurs when the speakers exaggerate their mouth movements, which present his/her personal habit and features. In this paper, we regard all the special mouth movements as "exaggerate mouth". This "exaggerate mouth" is defined as "extreme features", short for "ext-feature" hereinafter.
For better explicitly taking advantage In this paper, we review the relate work of databases in section 2. After expatiating the motivation of HIT-AVDB-II, we present our design principles, reasons and objectives in section 3. In section 4, practice protocols on HIT-AVDB-II is presented, followed with a baseline algorithm evaluation.
Relate work
After reviewing the growing course of visual speech database and corpus, we summarize them as follows. In early phase, databases always consist of isolated words. For example, Tulips1 [17] consists of only 12 subjects with a corpus of 4 English digits. Other well-known databases includes AVletters [5] , M2VTS [6] , AMP/CMU [7] etc. Most of them are simple, ideal recording and with small vocabulary. Therefore, these databases cannot be used for practical lip reading research.
To overcome these shortcomings, larger and more complex databases have been developed gradually. Connecteddigit strings, unconstraint background in some extent, visual and acoustic noise and large vocabulary are set to simulate the realistic daily life. XM2VTS [6] , CUAVE [4] , MIT's AV TIMIT [12] and BANCA [1] [8] . From the above mentioned, we find multi-view attracts attentions of the designers of these datasets.
More parameters of these databases are shown in Table. 1. Note that most databases are not free or not open.
However, databases mentioned above are far from enough for visual speech and biometrics [1] . The ones consist of realistic variability are still expected. Due to this motivation, HIT-AVDB-II aims at filling the vacancy of simultaneous bigdegree multi-view recorded and extreme feature added database with largevocabulary, continuous speech, adequate number of subjects, realistic variability and some nonideal recording conditions like: time variations, visual and acoustic noises etc.
Design goals and record methods
As mentioned in Section 1, we emphasize the exaggerated pronunciations which ask for special mouth movements. We assume these feature includes some information that would improve the recognition rate.
We also assume that contributions of different views are different to both speech reading and biometrics tasks. Each view owns special information that others could not cover completely. This is more or less motivated by [4, 5, 9] .
Following the above assumptions, HIT-AVDB-II is designed to maximize the speakers' speaking characteristics under natural conditions. The main design principles include: 1 multi-view recording simultaneously, 2 exhibiting as much extreme features as possible, 3 including multi-language and 4 Illumination variation and non-controlled surrounding sound recording.
According to Principle 1, HIT-AVDB-II is multi-view recorded. Unlike CUAVE [4] , DAVID [9] and CMU databases [8] , in which only the frontal and the profile views are used, HIT-AVDB-II are recorded in 4 different views simultaneously.
Based on Principle 2 to 3, the corpus of HIT-AVDB-II includes digits, Chinese poems, tongue twisters of Chinese and English, Greek alphabets, music notes, mandarin vowel.
Reasons about the above mentioned corpus are as follows:
1. The use of Chinese poems here is mainly because that reading poems leads the speakers to express her/his emotion and special tune, which could not be found in the four standard tunes of mandarin.
2. HIT-AVDB-II also selects some tongue twisters, containing some consonant pairs which are easily confused to each other. These expose the speakers' the habits and pronunciation "defects" in unconsciously fast mouth movements.
3. Greek alphabet letters are introduced for exhibit mouth movement sufficiently. Music notes and vowels of Mandarin are helpful for exposing some special tunes.
In HIT-AVDB-II, 30 speakers (15 female and 15 male) are asked to sit on the fixed chair to record. Considering the frame rate, the time length of corpus and the number of views, we believe the size of HIT-AVDB-II is adequate to some extent, which is similar to databases like CUAVE [4] and VidTIMIT [18] .
HIT-AVDB-II is recorded in 3 sessions. Speakers are free except for the fixed chair and the corpus including 11 sentences. They speak each sentence twice naturally in each session. Intersession delay is 2 days. This delay allows the change of face, skin variation, hair style of subjects. We also encourage them to wear spectacles and hair ornaments to simulate realistic scenarios. The first session is recorded in the morning with the dark blue background, the second one in the afternoon with light green background and the last one in the evening with dark red background under fluorescent lamp. For facilitating management and practice, the storage folder structure of HIT-AVDB-II is organized as following: Fig.3 shows the influence on complexion from different backgrounds and illumination.
Practice protocol
From the database, we have 6 utterances of each sentence of each person in one view. Here, we denominate these six utterances 1 U to 6 U .
As the Fig.2 shows, HIT-AVDB-II has 4 views. And as we have assumed, each view owns special information, which would also be helpful to the others in some extent. Besides the view factor, we also regard that algorithm and AVSR systems should be session-independent. Therefore, we propose two protocols that one view related and one intersection related for further understanding and fair comparison.
Here, we recommend to measure identification performance with the Rank-1 match rate [1] and verification performance with FAR and FRR [1, 18] In verification or identification with threshold, we propose one of these three sessions for training, one for evaluation set and one for test set. Any of these three could swap with each other.
Type B: Utterance Test For identification application without an evaluation set, we propose each utterance as test set while the other five to be the training set. Each test client has 11 test sentences from 29 other unknown persons.
Experiences

Motivation
To offer a benchmark result for further comparison, we utilize Semi-Continuous Hidden Markov model (SCHMM) based on a common used feature extracting algorithms DCT [16] .
Experience
Preprocessing, including sentence segmentation and landmark (four points of mouth rectangle) labeling have been completed manually. We use 2-D DCT computation with 64×64 mouth rectangle. We select the top-left 30 low frequency components from DCT coefficients in a zigzag-scanning manner. A SCHMM with 6 states and 8 mixtures is exploited for training and testing task. More experiences and results will be updated daily on the public available URL: http://vilab.hit.edu.cn/lipreading/avdbii.p hp.
Conclusion
In this paper, under the assumption of importance of the "extreme feature" represented by "exaggerate mouth" and multi-view information we constructed a Chinese face speaker database HIT-AVDB-II. We designed the corpus for HIT-AVDB-II with Chinese and English phrases, poems and tongue twisters, Greek alphabet letters and music notes and side-view recording. The HIT-AVDB-II consists of 6 utterances of each sentence of 30 subjects. To facilitate the further investigation, the research practice protocols are introduced.
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